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About This Game

Revolutionary 3D cell-animation graphics further refined, and more game contents added! The next-generation fighting game
"GUILTY GEAR Xrd -REVELATOR-" is now out on Steam!

Carrying on the legacy from 1998, comes the next addition to the "Guilty Gear" series! All visuals have been tweaked to the
finest detail and hand-polished by the animation masters to produce the top quality hand-drawn anime effect! Game contents

revamped to provide for gamers of all skill levels, you cannot miss out on this one!
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Totally unique cast of 23 characters!

In "REVELATOR" we have 6 new characters from the previous of the series, namely "Johnny", "Jack-O'", "Kuradoberi Jam",
"Kum Haehyun", "Raven" and "Dizzy", coming to a total number of 23 playable characters!

*"Kum Haehyun", "Raven" and "Dizzy" can be unlocked by purchasing their respective DLCs. "Raven" can also be
unlocked using in-game currency.
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Extensive Game Modes

Beginners can feel at ease with our step-by-step training program, from Tutorial Mode being remodified into an action game to
learn the ropes, to the introduction of Stylish Mode that allows easy inputs for Special Attacks, and many more! You can also

visit the in-game FAQ to find out answers to popular questions on how to get strong!

For players who already somewhat know their bearings in Fighting Games, we have the COMBO mode to teach all characters'
worth of their combo potentials, and the MISSION mode to teach about the characters' general tactics and techniques. There's
also the staple "TRAINING" mode, equipped with tons of features that allow you to recreate the situation of your choice, so as

to allow you to train and research!

The well-received STORY mode is now back with more punch! Fully cinematic with the 3D graphics engine, explore the lore
and find out.. the REVELATIONS of "Guilty Gear". There's also a short introduction to the past series at the start of the story

mode, so players new to the series need not fret!

ONLINE Mode

Place your personal ranking score on the stake and battle with other players in "Rank Match", or simply enjoy the new "Player
Match" mode without any frets!

In "Player Match" mode, you can walk around with your own customizable avatars and communicate with other players in the
3D room environment.

You can also place an entry in the "Rank Match" and proceed to play other offline game modes such as TRAINING mode,
while waiting for your entry to be paired up.

The replays stored from your matches do not only show the match as-is, but you can also view both you and your opponent's key
inputs, and you can change the camera angle to view the battle from a different perspective!

*Cross-platform to PS3/4 is not supported.

Don't know where to put in your effort? We'll show you the way! Be a formidable player in no time with our content-packed
support features, in "GUILTY GEAR Xrd -REVELATOR-"!
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Awesome. Simply great. A true masterpiece by arc system works.. Right now this is the best fighting game that's ever been
made. Great game but sadly finding a casual match for newcomers is hard. An incredibly fun, but sadly overlooked fighting
game. The most underappreciated fighting game of this fighting game generation. Graphics are visually pleasing and fighting
effects don't overwhelm gameplay. The optional tutorial is very in-depth and makes the game welcoming to newcomers, which
is odd for a fighting game. The game also has a long, well-written story; this is also odd for a fighting game. One negative is that
the online matchmaking is quite dead; manually setup online matches is a requirement in order to play online. This game is
pretty much an anime film with viewer controlled fighting. Definitely worth looking into if you like fighting games and\/or
anime. Sidenote: Nobody skips Jack-O's victory animation..  2Dimensional "Anime" Fighting Game
Ripe with tons of mechanics to learn, characters to learn, and fingers of yours to break trying to execute.

 Virtual Novel story mode (Don't care about the plot)
 Difficult and execution heavy gameplay

 Loud character designs + Unique mechanic\/s or toolkit tied to each character
 Good lobby system,  complete with rematch options

 Great training mode, tutorial, and explanation to all of anime fighting game concepts and Guilty Gear
techniques.

 Fishing for customization items (Same as DBFZ)

 Different wake-up timings for each character
 Animation is OK, but the visuals are superb . Great game, with very in-depth mechanics that I had to slave
away hours for to get down almost consistently... for one character. It is on the higher end for technicality and
difficulty in regards to fighting games, but don't let that discourage you from playing this game. It's still fun if
you're just pressing buttons against another guy who's also pressing buttons, if you can find anyone to play this
game with you, that is. The gameplay really shines when both players know the basics, at least, and even more
when both players know what they're doing.

If you're new to fighting games and want to dip your feet in, Guilty Gear might not be the best place to start,
but it does offer the best tutorial in all of the 4 fighting games I own, and still even better from the ones that I
don't own from the general consensus. If you like its style, its characters, and its music (which is amazing) you
should definitely be looking to snatch at least the REV2 All-in-one pack when it's on sale. However, I'd try to get
someone to buy it with you or just know someone who already plays the game, as the online community is quite
nonexistent, at least in Australia it is, and a large factor for replayability in a fighting game is going against
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other people.

tl;dr, Challenging but rewarding to learn, but requires significant effort in finding to play against.. has DIOs
voice actor. I'm no weeb but this is some good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Varied styles across the
cast, and even though I'm just a scrub learning the game, I'm having a lot of fun at the same time. If you like
fighting games and you don't own this, I wholeheartedly recommend picking it up. Best fighting game on the
market
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